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The Aquarius Project: the subhalos of galactic halos 15

Figure 13. Images of substructure within substructure. The top left panel shows the dark matter distribution in a cubic region of side
2.5 � r50 centred on the main halo in the Aq-A-1 simulation. The circles mark six subhalos that are shown enlarged in the surrounding
panels, and in the bottom left panel, as indicated by the labels. All these first generation subhalos contain other, smaller subhalos which
are clearly visible in the images. SUBFIND finds these second generation subhalos and identifies them as daughter subhalos of the larger
subhalos. If these (sub-)subhalos are large enough, they may contain a third generation of (sub-)subhalos, and sometimes even a fourth
generation. The bottom panels show an example of such a situation. The subhalo shown on the bottom left contains another subhalo
(circled) which is really made up of two main components and several smaller ones (bottom, second from left). The smaller of the
two components is a third generation substructure (bottom, third from left) which itself contains three subhalos which are thus fourth
generation objects (bottom right).

c� 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Figure II.11: Cold dark matter-only simulation of a DM halo (upper left panel) and its sub-
structure components in the Aquarius project. The white circles and the associated labels
mark different subhalos of the larger parent halo, which are shown in subpanels around the
main halo’s panel. These are first-order subhalos. The bottom row of panels lists further
levels of substructure within the subhalo (f) to exemplify the self-similarity of DM halos in
the CDM paradigm. This figure is taken from [150].

The structural properties of galactic DM subhalos are not well understood
since the numerical resolution of N-body simulations of the formation of
MW-sized galaxies is limited. There are, however, dedicated simulations of
the dynamics and formation of microhalos [162] with masses of O

�
10�5 M�

�
.

From these simulations one can at least infer the intrinsic properties of such
DM halos like their density profile that follows a modified NFW profile with
an inner slope depending on the mass of the subhalo. However, we are far
from a full understanding of the characteristics of a population of subhalos
inside a MW-sized galaxy in the local universe. For instance, the subhalo sur-
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Figure 13. Images of substructure within substructure. The top left-hand panel shows the dark matter distribution in a cubic region of side 2.5 × r50 centred on
the main halo in the Aq-A-1 simulation. The circles mark six subhaloes that are shown enlarged in the surrounding panels, and in the bottom left-hand panel,
as indicated by the labels. All these first generation subhaloes contain other, smaller subhaloes which are clearly visible in the images. SUBFIND finds these
second generation subhaloes and identifies them as daughter subhaloes of the larger subhaloes. If these (sub)subhaloes are large enough, they may contain a
third generation of (sub)subhaloes, and sometimes even a fourth generation. The bottom panels show an example of such a situation. The subhalo shown on
the bottom left-hand side contains another subhalo (circled) which is really made up of two main components and several smaller ones (bottom, second from
left-hand side). The smaller of the two components is a third generation substructure (bottom, third from left-hand side) which itself contains three subhaloes
which are thus fourth generation objects (bottom right-hand side).

inside radii enclosing a mean overdensity of 1000 times the cos-
mic average value (r250 in our notation) and centred at either sub-
haloes or the main halo. This result has been interpreted by Kuhlen
et al. (2008) to imply that the (sub)subhalo abundance per unit
mass of a subhalo should be roughly constant and equal to that of
the main halo. This, however, seems unlikely because, as we have
seen, local substructure abundance is a strong function of radius
in main haloes, with most of the substructure found in the outer
regions.

In this section, we present the first convergence studies ever
attempted for (sub)substructure inside subhaloes in order to assess
the alleged self-similarity of the substructure hierarchy. We begin
by discussing a suitable definition for the outer edge of a subhalo,
which allows us to measure the (sub)substructure mass fractions
of subhaloes in a consistent manner. We then study the number
and mass of subsubhaloes within that radius and compare them
with the expectation from self-similarity. In order to compare with
recent work by Diemand et al. (2008), we also carry out, for a few
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A highly-resolved simulation of the Milky Way 7

Figure 5. Top: Fraction of subhaloes above a given peak halo mass that are
luminous at the present day for all objects within 1 Mpc of the central galaxy
in all simulations. Middle: As the top panel, but for the present day halo mass.
Bottom: Stellar mass-halo mass relation for all galaxies within 1 Mpc of the
central galaxies in our level 2 simulation. Points are colour-coded according
to the fraction of dark matter a given object has lost since it reached its peak
mass. The universal baryon fraction is indicated by the dashed black line, and
the solid-dotted line is the abundance matching relation from Moster et al.
(2013): the dotted portion highlights the mass regime where this relation is
uncertain.

We divide the resulting luminosity function by 1000. The right panel
of Figure 4 shows that this luminosity function lies within the scatter
of the local volume observations.

The lower panel of Fig. 5 shows the stellar mass as a function
of total mass at I = 0 for all level 2 galaxies (including satellite
galaxies) in a 1 Mpc volume around the central galaxy. Each point is
colour-coded to reflect the fraction of dark matter a given object has
lost since it reached its peak mass. We clearly see that galaxies that

have experienced more tidal stripping are found further to the left in
this plot. This trend was first highlighted by Sawala et al. (2015) in
the Apostle simulations (Fattahi et al. 2016) and reported in Simp-
son et al. (2018) for the full sample of level 4 Auriga simulations.
However, we now see that it holds for stellar masses < 106 M� and
halo masses 106 - 108 M� . Notably, objects that have experienced
the least dark matter mass loss lie very close to the extrapolated abun-
dance matching curve (Moster et al. 2013). Aside from the e�ects
of tidal stripping, Sawala et al. (2015) showed that the abundance
matching relation derived from higher masses cannot be extrapo-
lated to the lower halo masses at which only a fraction of the haloes
host a galaxy. These authors provide a correction to the abundance
matching relation that takes this into account.

In the top and middle panels of Fig. 5, we plot the cumulative
luminous fraction, 5! , as a function of the peak and I = 0 halo mass,
of all simulated haloes within a 1 Mpc sphere around the central
galaxy. We observe a trend that, for a given value of 5! , the halo
mass (both peak and I = 0) above which 5! of the subhalos are
luminous decreases with increasing resolution. For example, at level
4, 5! = 0.5 for I = 0 masses ⇠ 109 M� , which drops to ⇠ 108 M� at
level 2. These panels may be compared with Figure 4 of Munshi et al.
(2021) and Figure 2 of Sawala et al. (2016a), respectively, who found
a similar dependence on resolution. The level 2 Apostle simulations
in the latter study, which have comparable resolution to our level 3
simulations, the 50% occupation mass is 2 ⇥ 109 M� , an order of
magnitude larger than for our level 3 simulations. The main reason
for this di�erence is the assumed redshift of reionization: 6 in our
simulations but 11.5 in Apostle. The dependence of 5! on the redshift
of reionization was calculated by Benitez-Llambay & Frenk (2020)
(see their Figure 11) who studied in detail how the halo occupation
fraction depends on the modelling of gas cooling, reionization and
star formation at high redshift.

It is worth noting that Nadler et al. (2020) find, using a halo
occupation model, that nearly all haloes with a peak halo mass greater
than ⇠ 3 ⇥ 108 M� contain a luminous galaxy. This is because such
models employ analytic prescriptions to predict how galaxies and
their host haloes evolve below the resolution limits of fully numerical
simulations. This is consistent with the notion that the increase in
luminous fraction for low mass haloes is a combination of the ability
to form stars in small-mass haloes and the e�ects of tidal stripping,
which we discuss below.

3.2.1 Satellite evolution and disruption

In this section, we study the resolution dependence of subhalo forma-
tion and disruption and their relation to the abundance of satellites.
For clarity, we focus on comparisons between the highest resolution
simulation (level 2) and the “standard” resolution simulation (level
4), which has a mass resolution 64 times poorer. Comparisons in-
volving the standard resolution simulation are interesting because
they are of similar resolution to the highest resolution cosmological
box simulations (e.g. Illustris TNG; Pillepich et al. 2019).

Fig. 6 shows the satellite stellar mass function of the level 2 (blue
solid line) and the standard resolution level 4 (green solid) simula-
tions. Two possible explanations for the o�set in these two functions
are: i) the stellar masses of individual satellites are larger at higher
resolution compared to lower resolution for the same objects; and
ii) there are more objects of a given stellar mass (particularly near
the low-mass end) at high resolution compared to lower resolution.
To understand the relative importance of each, we first consider the
impact of tidal disruption on matched objects in the two simulations.
We use the method described in Sec. 2.2 to identify and match all

MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2021)
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baryon physics described above, and once as dark matter
only (DMO). In addition, one volume was also run with the
complete hydrodynamic model, but without reionization.
In the DMO simulations the dark matter particle masses
are larger by a factor of (⌦b + ⌦DM )/⌦DM relative to the
corresponding hydrodynamic simulations. To investigate the
regime of Local Group dwarf galaxies, we use three di↵erent
resolution levels labelled L1, L2 and L3, whose parameters
are given in Table 1. In this work, L3 is only used to test
convergence. The main results for the model that includes
reionization are obtained from five pairs of hydrodynamic
and DMO simulations at resolution L2 and one pair at L1.
The simulations without reionization presented in Section 3
were only run up to L2.

We use a Friends-of-Friends algorithm (FoF; Davis et al.
1985) to identify overdense structures (FoF-groups), and the
subfind algorithm (Springel et al. 2001; Dolag et al. 2009)
to identify self-bound substructures within them. As they
represent the objects most directly associated with individ-
ual galaxies, we always refer to the self-bound substructures
as “halos”. The principal substructure within an FoF-group
contains most of its mass, but satellites may share the same
FoF-group while still residing in separate self-bound halos.
Throughout this paper, we use the term “satellite” when we
refer to the satellite halos or galaxies associated with the
M31 and Milky-Way analogues, and “field” when we refer
to isolated halos.

We analyse our simulations at 128 snapshots, and trace
the evolution of individual halos in both the hydrodynamic
and DMO simulations using merger trees, as described in
Helly et al. (2003) and Qu et al. (2014, in prep.). The unique
IDs of dark matter particles which encode their positions in
the initial conditions allow us to match and compare indi-
vidual halos from di↵erent simulations of the same volume
at the same resolution.

3 THE IMPACT OF REIONIZATION

From z = 11.5, the UV background heats the intergalac-
tic medium and lowers its cooling rate. It can also remove
gas from low-mass halos by photo-evaporation. In Fig. 1
we compare the evolution of the gas density distributions
in two simulations of the same volume and resolution (L2)
with and without reionization, as well as the final stellar den-
sity distribution. At z = 10, shortly after hydrogen reion-
ization, the main di↵erence is apparent in the low-density
regions. Here, the thermal energy provided by reionization
slows the collapse of small structures which results in a
smoother IGM than in the absence of reionization. By com-
parison, regions of higher density which correspond to ha-
los that have already formed before reionization, are not
significantly a↵ected. By z = 4, the intergalactic medium
has become significantly more fragmented in the simulation
without reionization, with many more low-mass halos now
containing dense gas and forming stars compared to the sim-
ulation with reionization. At z = 0 it can be seen that while
the large-scale features in both the gas- and stellar density
distributions are similar, in the absence of reionization, the
IGM is strongly fragmented and has collapsed into many
small clumps. By contrast, the IGM in the simulation with
reionization has remained much smoother. Without reion-

Figure 2. Fraction of halos which are luminous at z = 0 as a
function of halo mass in simulations with and without reioniza-
tion for di↵erent resolutions. When reionization is included, the
fraction of luminous halos as a function of mass is much reduced.
In the simulation with reionization, the luminous fraction is con-
verged at L2. By contrast, without reionization, the luminous
fraction is not numerically converged, and would increase further
with higher resolution.

Figure 3. Fraction of halos which are luminous as a function of
halo mass at di↵erent redshifts from z = 11.5 to z = 0 in the
simulation with reionization at resolution L1. At any redshift,
the fraction of luminous halos of mass below 108M� is less than
10%, and almost no halos below 107.5M� contain stars. The mass
scale that separates luminous from dark halos evolves from ⇠ 3⇥
108M� at z = 11.5 to ⇠ 3⇥ 109M� at z = 0.

ization, the number of halos within 2.5 Mpc from the LG
centre that contain stars is ⇠ 700, compared to only ⇠ 180
in the same volume with reionization.

In Fig. 2 we compare the fraction of halos containing
stars at z = 0, for simulations of the same volume with and
without reionization and at di↵erent resolutions, as defined
in Table 1. It can be seen that significantly more halos are
luminous in the simulations without reionization. It should
be noted that our simulations are not su�cient to simulate
a Universe without reionization faithfully: the level of frag-
mentation of the IGM is limited by resolution, and the total
number of galaxies formed in this (unphysical) scenario is
not converged and increases with increasing resolution. By
contrast, the results with reionization are well converged at
L2, suggesting that in our simulations, reionization sets a

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12

Fraction of dark matter halos hosting luminous matter
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Figure II.12: Schematic summary of DM search strategies based on the interactions of DM
with itself and SM particles. The circular shaded area is a placeholder for new physics
couplings and interactions which depend on a particular model. While the depicted situation
is only valid for thermally produced DM like WIMPs, some of the search strategies may be
nonetheless applicable to particle DM candidates with non-thermal production mechanisms
like axions and sterile neutrinos.

A schematic overview of how to turn these interactions into DM detection
strategies is shown in Fig. II.12. There are three main avenues:

• Direct detection: Based on interactions of the kind c + SM ! c + SM
describing two-body scattering processes. If DM existed, we should be
able to directly observe such scattering events with ordinary matter in
laboratory experiments.

• Indirect detection: Based on interactions of the kind c + c ! SM +
SM which refer to DM self-annihilation into SM final states. The idea
is to look for these SM final states among the plethora of cosmic rays
penetrating the Earth’s atmosphere. Depending on the exact DM model,
DM decays into SM particles also provide signals suitable for indirect
detection techniques.

• Collider searches: Based on interactions of the kind SM + SM ! c + c
encompassing all DM pair-production processes due to the interaction
of SM particles. Such interactions should occur at high-energy particle
colliders like the LHC and manifest themselves as missing momentum
or energy in the detected final states.

In this section, we provide a short summary of the overall scope of these three
DM search avenues highlighting current results, disputable detection claims
and constraints on the properties and nature of mainly thermally produced
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gamma-ray event in the sky with the photon’s origin which may be far from
Earth or even the MW. Therefore, it is possible to study particular targets
which are expected to possess a high concentration of DM (c.f. Sec. II.3). In
fact, the signal strength of DM gamma-ray emission is proportional to the
squared DM density (pair-annihilation) or DM density (decay) of a galactic
or extragalactic object. Preferred search targets are galaxy clusters, distant
galaxies, MW satellites like dSphs or the Galactic centre of the MW. Currently,
the most stringent constraints on WIMP DM pair-annihilation were derived
via gamma-ray data of the MW’s dSphs collected by the Fermi satellite [23].
A description of the instruments and telescopes used to obtain information
about the gamma-ray sky is provided in Chp. III.

To make quantitative statements about the expected gamma-ray emission
from a particular target due to DM annihilation/decay, the so-called prompt
emission component receives most of the attention. Prompt emission encom-
passes all gamma rays that are the direct product of an annihilation/decay
event, i.e. created quasi-instantaneous at the original position of the initial DM
particle via processes like c + c ! g + g or c + c ! p0 + . . . ! g + g + . . ..
There is a second type of gamma-ray emission which is called secondary emis-
sion and mainly caused by leptonic primary DM annihilation/decay prod-
ucts that interact with the interstellar medium in the surroundings of the
DM particle or the Galactic magnetic field. Processes like synchrotron ra-
diation, Bremsstrahlung or Inverse Compton (IC) scattering on low-energy
photons consequently generate DM-related gamma rays. Section 6 of [324]
describes the necessary ingredients and formulae to compute DM secondary
emission.

As concerns prompt emission, the differential gamma-ray flux, per unit en-
ergy and solid angle, that is expected from annihilating DM particles with
density profile rc(r) is given by (see e.g. [372])

dFg

dW dEg
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1
4p
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d`(y)r2
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2Scm2
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Â
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B f
dN f

g

dEg

!
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where the integration is performed along the line of sight (l.o.s.) in the observ-
ing direction (y). Particle physics parameters that enter here – all contained in
the parenthesis – are the average velocity-weighted annihilation cross section
hsviann, the DM mass mc, a symmetry factor that is Sc = 1 (Sc = 2) if the DM
particle is (not) its own antiparticle, the annihilation branching ratio Bf into
channel f and the number N f

g of photons per annihilation. If the annihilation
rate (and spectrum) is sufficiently independent of the small galactic DM ve-
locities v(~r) (so-called s�wave annihilation), as for the simplest DM models,
the factor in parenthesis can be pulled outside the line-of-sight and angular
integrals. Spatial and spectral information contained in the signal then fac-
torise, and hence are uncorrelated, such that the flux from a given angular
region DW becomes simply proportional to what is conventionally defined as
the ‘J-factor’,

J ⌘

Z

DW
dW

Z
d` r2

c . (II.20)
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 — dark matter density profile  
         Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW)
ρχ  — gamma-ray spectrum per annihilation event per  

energy (for us:  from [M. Cirelli et al., JCAP 03 (2011) 051])
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χχ → bb̄
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Motivation:
— Current gamma-ray source catalogues (Fermi-LAT, IACTs) contain up to 1/3 unidentified sources 
     —>  dark matter sub halos may be part of them, so for CTA
— Understand the potential to discriminate exotic extended gamma-ray sources from known classes
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Motivation:
— Current gamma-ray source catalogues (Fermi-LAT, IACTs) contain up to 1/3 unidentified sources 
     —>  dark matter sub halos may be part of them, so for CTA
— Understand the potential to discriminate exotic extended gamma-ray sources from known classes
Goal:
— Anticipate the potential of CTA’s Galactic Plane Survey (GPS) for their study: Higher exposure than  
    large-scale extragalactic survey + reasonably high abundance of subhalos (model-dependent)

SURVEY KSP!
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Figure 4. One random realization of the Galactic DM subhalo sky (all subhalos above 104 M�, ignoring
the smooth contribution) in case of annihilation (left) or decay (right), derived from the models
gathered in Tab. 1. Maps are drawn in galactic coordinates (Mollweide projection) with (l, b) = (0, 0)
at their centers. (From top to bottom): Model #1 emulating numerical DM-only simulations
(1,214,313 drawn halos); model #2 emulating the Phat-ELVIS simulations [10] (364,064 drawn halos);
and the semi-analytical models #3 (subhalos more resilient against tidal disruption, 549,572 surviving
halos) and #4 (less subhalos surviving tidal destruction, 546,096 surviving halos) according to SL17 [15].
The displayed maps (fits format, 50 MB in file size) can, along with their subhalo catalogs, be provided
upon request. In Appendix A, we list some properties of the brightest objects in these maps.

For illustrative purposes, Fig. 4 displays subhalo skymaps of a random realization of each of the
four models under scrutiny. For each model and to ease comparison, the same DM subhalo sky is

SL17 — resilient
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(1,214,313 drawn halos); model #2 emulating the Phat-ELVIS simulations [10] (364,064 drawn halos);
and the semi-analytical models #3 (subhalos more resilient against tidal disruption, 549,572 surviving
halos) and #4 (less subhalos surviving tidal destruction, 546,096 surviving halos) according to SL17 [15].
The displayed maps (fits format, 50 MB in file size) can, along with their subhalo catalogs, be provided
upon request. In Appendix A, we list some properties of the brightest objects in these maps.

For illustrative purposes, Fig. 4 displays subhalo skymaps of a random realization of each of the
four models under scrutiny. For each model and to ease comparison, the same DM subhalo sky is
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Motivation:
— Current gamma-ray source catalogues (Fermi-LAT, IACTs) contain up to 1/3 unidentified sources 
     —>  dark matter sub halos may be part of them, so for CTA
— Understand the potential to discriminate exotic extended gamma-ray sources from known classes
Goal:
— Anticipate the potential of CTA’s Galactic Plane Survey (GPS) for their study: Higher exposure than  
    large-scale extragalactic survey + reasonably high abundance of subhalos (model-dependent)

Methodology:
— Subhalo models incorporating tidal effects (baryonic physics) to bracket uncertainties
— Simulation of CTA observations and instrument response function with gammapy/ctools 
     > three-dimensional template-based analysis 
     > specifications of CTA’s GPS following consortium publication  
     > similar to our study of pulsar halos in the GPS: [C. Eckner et al., MNRAS 521 (2023) 3]
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(1,214,313 drawn halos); model #2 emulating the Phat-ELVIS simulations [10] (364,064 drawn halos);
and the semi-analytical models #3 (subhalos more resilient against tidal disruption, 549,572 surviving
halos) and #4 (less subhalos surviving tidal destruction, 546,096 surviving halos) according to SL17 [15].
The displayed maps (fits format, 50 MB in file size) can, along with their subhalo catalogs, be provided
upon request. In Appendix A, we list some properties of the brightest objects in these maps.

For illustrative purposes, Fig. 4 displays subhalo skymaps of a random realization of each of the
four models under scrutiny. For each model and to ease comparison, the same DM subhalo sky is

[M. Hütten et al., Galaxies 7 (2019) 2, 60]
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Simulating GPS observations

• Pointing strategy 
– Two-row observation strategy 
– ~0.5 hours per pointing 
– Varying density of pointings resulting in varying exposure for different regions 
– A realistic pointing schedule adopted from L. Tibaldo (https://github.com/cta-

observatory/cta-gps-simulation-paper) 

• Tools 
– gammapy (0.18.2) 
– CTA provided IRFs (prod5-v0.1)

6

Pointing strategy optimization 5

Quentin REMY CTA-GPS

Selected : Non-equilateral double row     

h=1.95°, s=2.25°

- best sensitivity in the Galactic plane

- as good as the triple-row pattern at   

higher latitudes

s=
4
3
ℎ

The Galactic plane survey assigns different exposure times to different sky regions.

Observation pointing strategy:
— double row, non equilateral tiling of the plane
— ~30 min per position
— Pointing position schedule adopted from CTA GPS consortium paper 
    (at https://github.com/cta-observatory/cta-gps-simulation-paper plus the  
    full synthetic population model)
Simulations:
— based on the Alpha-layout of CTA and its IRFs (prod5-v0.1) 
     —> includes instrumental background  
— astrophysical background component: interstellar emission according to  
     [De la Torre Luque et al., A&A 672, A58 (2023)] (Base-Max)
— gammapy (0.18.2) + ctools (1.6.3)

[Remy et al., ICRC 2021 PoS 395 (2021) 886]
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can alter the internal structure of the galaxies and the relative align-
ments of spin and orbital angular momenta, allowing the resonance to
eventually act even for orbits that are initially somewhat retrograde
(open circles in Fig. 2).

Resonant stripping is distinct from other processes proposed to drive
galaxy evolution, such as mergers13, galaxy–galaxy harassment14 or
more general heating processes, and tidal or ram pressure stripping.
In particular, mechanisms that can be treated using the impulse
approximation do not account for resonances because the particles in
the perturbed system are assumed to remain roughly stationary over the
course of the encounter. Because resonant stripping will affect gas and
stars in a similar manner in a rotationally supported disk, it is simpler
than models that require separate effects to strip the gas versus the stars.

Resonant stripping can drive the morphological evolution of
dwarfs. When operating in low mass groups, this mechanism can
pre-process dwarfs by transforming disk galaxies into spheroids
before they are accreted by larger galaxies like the Milky Way. We find
that dwarf spheroidal galaxies formed in this manner have properties
similar to those of dwarfs observed in the Local Group. This is demon-
strated in Figs 3 and 4, which show, respectively, that the final radial
surface mass profiles and kinematic properties of a dwarf disk galaxy
undergoing resonant stripping in our simulations are similar to those
of observed dwarf spheroidals in the Local Group26.

Our model makes definite predictions that can be tested in the
future. In particular, resonant stripping should be visible in situ in
associations of dwarfs. Unlike in previous theories, dwarf spheroidals
are thus expected to be found with detectable stellar tails and shells,
marking their formation. If this is indeed their dominant production
mechanism, our model predicts that dwarf spheroidals should have
similar properties in different environments, which is supported by the

Figure 1 | Encounters between galaxies. Top row, interaction between a
dwarf galaxy with a mass of 1.7 3 108 M8 orbiting around a larger dwarf
with 100 times its mass. Only the stellar components are plotted. Top left,
the initial set-up where the two dwarfs approach one another on a somewhat
prograde orbit (the disks are seen face-on). Top middle, the state of the
system after 2 Gyr, following the first pericentric passage. Top right, the
appearance of the galaxies after 7 Gyr. Each panel displays a region 100 kpc
on a side. An outcome like the one illustrated in the top row occurs
preferentially when one of the interacting galaxies is between 10 and 100
times more massive than the other one. If the galaxies have nearly the same
mass they will merge quickly, masking the effects of resonant stripping
because nearly all the luminous matter will remain bound to the remnant.
Bottom row, the orbit of the same small galaxy (in white) around the Milky
Way today (in yellow), which has 10,000 times its mass. Although the
encounter is mostly prograde, the spin and orbital frequencies are no longer
well-matched and the resonant response is suppressed. Bottom left, the
initial set-up, displaying a region 150 kpc on a side. Bottom middle and
bottom right panels show an expanded view 300 kpc on a side, and give the
state of the system after 2 Gyr and 7 Gyr, respectively.
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Figure 2 | The time evolution of the dark-mass to luminous-mass ratio. The
dark-mass to luminous-mass ratio, Mdark/Mstar, of the smaller dwarf being
resonantly stripped is computed at the tidal radius and marked by the filled
red circles. The same case but for a mostly retrograde encounter is illustrated
by the open red circles. A resonance occurs if Vs~V0? v

r < V0

Rperi
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where v is the rotation velocity, r is the size of the smaller dwarf, V0 is the
orbital velocity, Rperi the pericentric distance, and e the eccentricity of the
orbit. Note that this resonance condition is not dependent on the specific
choice of the pericentric distance alone but rather on the combination of the
internal structure (for example, the rotation curve) of the small dwarf and the
orbital parameters. In other words, if the pericentric distance changes, the
resonance condition could still be satisfied provided that the disk rotation
speed were modified accordingly. If the orbit is more retrograde, stars are not
preferentially removed immediately. So, after 2 Gyr, the net change in Mdark/
Mstar is a factor of 4 larger for the prograde versus retrograde cases illustrated.
However, after 4 Gyr the internal structure of the smaller dwarf and the orbit
are affected by gravitational torques, allowing resonant stripping to occur.
The ratio Mdark/Mstar of the small galaxy orbiting about the Milky Way today
is plotted for prograde (filled blue squares) and retrograde (open blue
squares) orbits. In both these cases, the spin and orbital frequencies of the
galaxies are no longer comparable and the resonant interaction is suppressed,
even in the prograde case.
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Figure 3 | Radial stellar surface mass density profile of the smaller dwarf.
The profile is plotted for a prograde encounter at the initial time of the
simulation (dashed black line), after the first pericentric passage (2 Gyr; solid
blue line), and after 5 Gyr (magenta dotted line). The profile is initially an
exponential distribution with effective radius, Re, appropriate for dwarf disk
galaxies. However, it evolves immediately into a more concentrated profile
with Re < 0.5h–1 kpc (blue line), and after 5 Gyr the disk is converted into a
compact spheroid with a smaller effective radius.
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[E. D'Onghia et al., Nature 460, 605–607 (2009)]

Subhalos are subject to the gravitational potential of the 
Milky Way’s stellar disc and bulge.

Tidal effects: mass loss (stripping), disruption

We follow the model derived from prescription in [M. Stref and J. Lavalle, PRD 95, 063003]:
— Stripping effects from Galactic potential and shocking effects from the disc are included.
— Full disruption of subhalo may occur or not (within the uncertainty of simulations), hence  
     two bracketing cases (fragile and resilient sub halos)

disruption: tidal radius  scale radiusrt ≤ rs disruption: tidal radius  scale radiusrt ≤ 10−2rs4
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FIG. 1. Upper panel: Correlation between J-factor and
total angular size on the sky for subhalos in two di↵erent
models (only one realization for each model is shown). Lower
panel: J-factor PDF of the brightest subhalo, J?

tot.

for an extended gamma-ray signal to have a dwarf galaxy
optical counterpart, instead, can contribute to firmly
identify it as DM subhalo [16].

III. SIMULATIONS OF FERMI-LAT DATA

In this section we explain the setup we use to simulate
Fermi-LAT data, the analysis pipeline and the statistical
framework that we consider to calculate the significance
of the detected signal.

A. Data simulation, background and signal model

We run the full analysis on mock LAT data, realisti-
cally simulating background models and the instrument
response function, and using state-of-the-art detection
pipelines.

For simulating and analyzing the data, we use FermiPy,

FIG. 2. Upper panel: PDF of the total angular size of the
brightest subhalo, ✓?tot. Lower panel: Same as the upper
panel for the angle containing 68% of the total J-factor, ✓?68.

which is a Python package that automates analyses with
the Fermitools [33]2. FermiPy is designed to perform
several high-level analyses of LAT data such as generating
simulations, detecting sources, calculating spectral energy
distributions (SED) and finding the source extension. We
employ the Fermipy version 18.0.0 and the Fermitools
version 1.1.7.

We simulate 11 years of gamma-ray data, from 2008
August 4 to 2019 August 4 in the energy range E =
[1, 1000] GeV. We consider events belonging to the Pass 8
SOURCEVETO event class, and use the corresponding instru-
ment response function P8R3 SOURCEVETO V2. When ana-
lyzing the data, we select photons passing standard data
quality selection criteria3. The simulations of gamma-ray
data is performed with the simulate roi tool. Given a

2 See http://fermipy.readthedocs.io/en/latest/.
3 https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/
documentation/Cicerone/Cicerone_Data_Exploration/Data_
preparation.html

Total angular 
size and mass 
of the subhalo  
population in 
the sky.
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Again, we believe this choice to be truly conservative. The J -factor is one of the crucial ingredients to
compute gamma-ray DM fluxes, as we will see below.

Having incorporated these models in the CLUMPY code [34–36], we consider 1000 Monte Carlo
realisations for each configuration, and we select all subhaloes with J (<0.1�) >1017 GeV2cm�5.
The choice of this cut guarantees that the flux from DM annihilation (for e.g., cross-section values
⇠1026�10�23 cm3/s and masses ⇠100 GeV is well below the Fermi-LAT catalogues threshold,
and therefore that we do not miss any detectable subhalo. As we highlight below, this cut also
allows us to study what is the role, if any, of low-mass subhaloes. We note that relying on the
simulations done in [23] guarantees that the subhalo population is complete in brightness.

In Figure 1, we show the scatter plots of J -factor values, J (<0.1�), as a function of subhalo mass,
MSH, in one realisation of the Monte Carlo simulations for each subhalo model.
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Figure 1. Scatter plot of J -factor values, J within 0.1�, as a function of subhalo mass, MSH,
in one realisation of the Monte Carlo simulations for each subhalo model—top left: DMonly, top
right: Phat-ELVIS, bottom left: SL17-fragile, bottom right: SL17-resilient. The colour-bar represents
the subhalo distance from Earth, hereafter dSH. The realisation shown is the one containing the lowest
mass subhalo. We remind that we have applied a cut of J (<0.1�) > 1017 GeV2cm�5.

3. Gamma Rays from Subhaloes

The J -factor is proportional to the predicted gamma-ray flux from WIMP DM annihilation.
We therefore expect that the most-likely detectable subhaloes will be also the ones with the highest
J -factor. However, the sensitivity of a gamma-ray telescope to a DM (or astrophysical) signal does also
depend on the gamma-ray spectrum that is looked for—in general harder spectra (e.g., BL Lacertae
objects, spectral index ⇠2.2) are detected more easily—as we will see below.

To compute the predicted flux from DM annihilation, we have to specify the particle physics
content of the underlying DM particle model we consider. In what follows, we provide equations
for Majorana DM candidates (such as the neutralino in supersymmetric extensions of the Standard

[F. Calore et al., Galaxies 7 (2019) 4, 9]

[M. di Mauro et al., PRD 102 (2020) 10]
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Spectral sensitivity to single subhalos
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Our population representative is the 
brightest subhalo in the simulation. 
 
Located at various distances from Earth 
and within …

Flux sensitivity

8

σ v = 3 ⋅ 10−26 cm3 s−1
6

FIG. 3. Top: The di↵erential sensitivity, defined as the minimum flux needed to obtain a 5� detection of the benchmark
sub-halos positioned at four di↵erent distances from the observer and at the reference positions (l, b) = (4.99�, 0.00�) (left)
and (l, b) = (132.34�, 0.00�) (right) add a comment in text about why the sensitivity does not simply scale as 1/d2. This is
because of the di↵erent halo extension and total flux in the ROI (@VV: To check). The sensitivities are calculated with (dashed
lines) and without the IE (solid lines). The thermal DM spectra for each sub-halo are overlaid and enhanced by two orders of
magnitude to fit within the plotted flux range (following the same color code as the sensitivity lines). The J-factor values for
each sub-halo position and distance are listed in Table II. Bottom: [Veronika: I have to edit this figure description, and most
probably split it into two separate figures with 4 panels each. Also, I have to generate more maps for more DM mass points to
smooth the curves.] [Christopher: In addition: The panel with systematic uncertainties shows twice solid lines, I suppose that
one of them refers to no systematic uncertainties. There should be two di↵erent line styles, otherwise it is confusing.]

Simulating GPS observations

• Pointing strategy 
– Two-row observation strategy 
– ~0.5 hours per pointing 
– Varying density of pointings resulting in varying exposure for different regions 
– A realistic pointing schedule adopted from L. Tibaldo (https://github.com/cta-

observatory/cta-gps-simulation-paper) 

• Tools 
– gammapy (0.18.2) 
– CTA provided IRFs (prod5-v0.1)
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FIG. 3. Top: The di↵erential sensitivity, defined as the minimum flux needed to obtain a 5� detection of the benchmark
sub-halos positioned at four di↵erent distances from the observer and at the reference positions (l, b) = (4.99�, 0.00�) (left)
and (l, b) = (132.34�, 0.00�) (right) add a comment in text about why the sensitivity does not simply scale as 1/d2. This is
because of the di↵erent halo extension and total flux in the ROI (@VV: To check). The sensitivities are calculated with (dashed
lines) and without the IE (solid lines). The thermal DM spectra for each sub-halo are overlaid and enhanced by two orders of
magnitude to fit within the plotted flux range (following the same color code as the sensitivity lines). The J-factor values for
each sub-halo position and distance are listed in Table II. Bottom: [Veronika: I have to edit this figure description, and most
probably split it into two separate figures with 4 panels each. Also, I have to generate more maps for more DM mass points to
smooth the curves.] [Christopher: In addition: The panel with systematic uncertainties shows twice solid lines, I suppose that
one of them refers to no systematic uncertainties. There should be two di↵erent line styles, otherwise it is confusing.]

X GPS exposure band:

reference annihilation cross-section , DM mass: 1 TeV⟨σv⟩ = 3 × 10−26 cm3/s

Flux per energy bin required for a 5  detection: Possible for cross-section  for 
close subhalos up to 1 kpc and TeV-scale dark matter.

σ ∼ 10−24 cm3/s

Christopher Eckner, eckner@lapth.cnrs.fr
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Spectral sensitivity to single subhalos (cont’d)
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We can explore the full dark matter mass range in this setting! 
… Detection when the spectrum is above the sensitivity threshold in at least one energy bin.

6

FIG. 3. Top: The di↵erential sensitivity, defined as the minimum flux needed to obtain a 5� detection of the benchmark
sub-halos positioned at four di↵erent distances from the observer and at the reference positions (l, b) = (4.99�, 0.00�) (left)
and (l, b) = (132.34�, 0.00�) (right) add a comment in text about why the sensitivity does not simply scale as 1/d2. This is
because of the di↵erent halo extension and total flux in the ROI (@VV: To check). The sensitivities are calculated with (dashed
lines) and without the IE (solid lines). The thermal DM spectra for each sub-halo are overlaid and enhanced by two orders of
magnitude to fit within the plotted flux range (following the same color code as the sensitivity lines). The J-factor values for
each sub-halo position and distance are listed in Table II. Bottom: [Veronika: I have to edit this figure description, and most
probably split it into two separate figures with 4 panels each. Also, I have to generate more maps for more DM mass points to
smooth the curves.] [Christopher: In addition: The panel with systematic uncertainties shows twice solid lines, I suppose that
one of them refers to no systematic uncertainties. There should be two di↵erent line styles, otherwise it is confusing.]
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FIG. 3. Top: The di↵erential sensitivity, defined as the minimum flux needed to obtain a 5� detection of the benchmark
sub-halos positioned at four di↵erent distances from the observer and at the reference positions (l, b) = (4.99�, 0.00�) (left)
and (l, b) = (132.34�, 0.00�) (right) add a comment in text about why the sensitivity does not simply scale as 1/d2. This is
because of the di↵erent halo extension and total flux in the ROI (@VV: To check). The sensitivities are calculated with (dashed
lines) and without the IE (solid lines). The thermal DM spectra for each sub-halo are overlaid and enhanced by two orders of
magnitude to fit within the plotted flux range (following the same color code as the sensitivity lines). The J-factor values for
each sub-halo position and distance are listed in Table II. Bottom: [Veronika: I have to edit this figure description, and most
probably split it into two separate figures with 4 panels each. Also, I have to generate more maps for more DM mass points to
smooth the curves.] [Christopher: In addition: The panel with systematic uncertainties shows twice solid lines, I suppose that
one of them refers to no systematic uncertainties. There should be two di↵erent line styles, otherwise it is confusing.]

1. Impact of interstellar emission rather weak. 

2. Instrumental systematic uncertainties up to ~3%  
     can be tolerated (implementation follows  
     [The CTA Consortium, JCAP 01 (2021) 057]; bin-by-bin fluctuations) 

3. Not necessarily excluded by current-men IACTs like  
    H.E.S.S.: DM profile in Galactic centre rather uncertain, 
    flat densities strongly weaken the constraints!

17

FIG. 8. Constraints on the velocity-weighted annihilation cross section h�vi for the bb̄, tt̄, ZZ, hh, e+e� and µ+µ� channels,
respectively, derived from H.E.S.S. five-telescope observations taken from 2014 to 2020. The constraints are given as 95% C.
L. upper limits including the systematic uncertainty, as a function of the DM mass mDM. The observed limit is shown as
black solid line. The mean expected limit (black dashed line) together with the 68% (green band) and 95% (yellow band) C.
L. containment bands are shown. The mean expected upper limit without systematic uncertainty is also plotted (red dashed
line). The horizontal grey long-dashed line is set to the value of the natural scale expected for the thermally-produced WIMPs.

[H.E.S.S. collab., PRL 129, 111101 (2022)]

H.E.S.S. 
inner Galaxy 

survey
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Suppose we detect a new source, which cannot be associated. When can we exclude known 
astrophysical source classes, like pulsar wind nebulae, binaries or supernova remnants?

Recipe:
— Inject DM signal at fixed cross-section  
     value into mock data
— Fit a nested model of (DM subhalo + 
     alternative spatial model).
— Retrieve cross-section at which DM is  
    significantly preferred. 

Cross-section for detection times less 
than a factor of 2 sufficient to exclude 
point-like source or Gaussian profile!
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FIG. 5. (Left :) Same as Fig. 4 adding as a solid line the annihilation cross-sections necessary to guarantee a decomposition of
the detected DM subhalo signal into at least two significant annuli up to 30 pc from the subhalo’s center. (Right :) Angular
decomposition in the energy band from 100 GeV to 1 TeV of a DM subhalo at a distance of 1 kpc following an NFW profile with
rs = 1.36 kpc, exhibiting a mass of 1 TeV and annihilating into bb̄-pairs with a cross-section of h�vi = 1.125 · 10�23 cm3s�1.
The blue data points denote the model-dependent decomposition invoking an initial annulus width of 0.1� while utilizing the
underlying DM subhalo profile as spatial morphology. The input DM subhalo profile is shown as a black line. The vertical
error bars denote the statistical uncertainty of the reconstructed flux within the found annulus. We compare the DM subhalo
profile with the spatial profile of “Geminga-like” pulsar halos at varying distances to Earth and fixed size of suppressed di↵usion
e�ciency rdi↵ = 50 pc (see [10]). The normalization of each pulsar halo model is set to match the total flux emitted by the
considered DM subhalo model in the 100 GeV to 1 TeV energy band.
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Angular decomposition to study extended 
profile becomes feasible for fluxes where even 
other novel source classes like pulsar halos 
(model from [C. Eckner et al., MNRAS 521 (2023) 3]) can be 
discriminated.

⟨σv⟩ = ∼ 1 × 10−23 cm3/s

d = 1 kpc
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There will be more than one subhalo within the GPS band. What can we say about the entire 
population? 10

FIG. 6.

FIG. 7. Cumulative intensity S of the source population com-
prised of known and synthetic PWNe sources simulated and
employed in CTA’s GPS publication [7]. The intensity map
follows the spatial binning of Fig. 6 and has been calculated
per source from 70 GeV to 100 TeV. The upper panel displays
the cumulative emission expected from the resolved part of
the population where we assume the most pessimistic CTA
detection sensitivity target of 8⇥ 10�14 ph cm�2 s�1 (for en-
ergies > 1 TeV) reported in [7]. This maximizes the expected
cumulative intensity of the unresolved part of the population
shown in the lower panel.

Divide GPS 
region into tiles 
and define 
representative 
positions.

Test spatial model of 
point-like source and 
representatives of the 
median extension of 
fragile and resilient halos

2

halo on the galactic equator to ensure that the maximum55

portion of the sub-halo falls within the GPS region. For56

the study, as the sensitivity depends on the location of57

the sub-halo as well, we consider the sub-halo at two58

locations, one at (l1, b1) = (132.34�, 0�) and another at59

(l2, b2) = (4.99�, 0�).60

We do a second study, in which we vary the extension by61

varying the rs parameter, keeping the subhalo’s distance62

fixed. The virial radius of the subhalo is re-calculated such63

that the concentration of the subhalo remains the same.64

We choose the same benchmark subhalo as mentioned65

previously, placed at (l1, b1) = (132.34�, 0�) and vary the66

rs for four di↵erent values of 0.65, 0.9, 1.2 and 1.5kpc.67

We do this study for two di↵erent values of distances,68

d = 1, 30 kpc.69

We also do a third study, in which we vary the extension70

by varying the rs parameter, but keeping the mass of the71

subhalo and the distance fixed and have the concentra-72

tion parameter varying. We choose the same benchmark73

subhalo, keep the same virial radius, but then re-calculate74

the ⇢s factor such that the mass of the subhalo remains75

the same as we vary the rs. We fix the distance of the76

subhalo to 1kpc, and vary rs for the same four di↵erent77

values as mentioned previously.78

For the spectral part, considering the CTA range of79

10GeV to 100TeV, we assume the DM mass of 1TeV (en-80

suring we get a long enough spectral range of two decades)81

annihilating into b-quarks and employ the spectral model82

from [2].83

Given the spatial distribution of the subhalo, the Jfactor84

skymap is obtained by integrating over the solid angle85

(�⌦) and over the line of sight (l.o.s),86 R �⌦
0

R
l.o.s d`d⌦⇢

2
DM (`)87

To account for the angular resolution of the CTA, which88

is dependent on the energy of the reconstructed gamma-89

ray energy and also on the location (northern or southern90

array), we choose a value of nside = 2048 for our Jfactor91

skymap, which will have a resolution of 0.0286�, which92

will be in good agreement to use for the entire CTA energy93

range from 10GeV to 100TeV.94

B. Sub-halo population model95

Subhalo populations are a↵ected by the dynamics such96

as gravitational shocking, dynamical friction, etc. There97

are several DM subhalo population models that take into98

account the dynamics of subhalos and give us a quantita-99

tive picture of the subhalo population. We consider two100

variants of a subhalo population model, modelled by Stref101

and Lavalle (SL17) [3], which takes into account the tidal102

e↵ects. The two variants of this model, SL17 fragile and103

SL17 resilient, are a result of the uncertainties caused by104

the tidal e↵ects. In the SL17 fragile, the disruption of the105

subhalo occurs when rt < rs, rt being the tidal radius.106

For SL17 resilient, the disruption occurs when rt < 0.01rs.107

All the subhalos in the SL17 model are assumed to have108

an NFW profile and their subhalo mass function follows109

FIG. 1. Histogram of r68 of extensions of brightest subhalos
of SL17 fragile

FIG. 2. Histogram of r68 of extensions of brightest subhalos
of SL17 resilient

a power law, index ↵m = 1.9.110

To obtain the sensitivity map of the GPS region, the111

subhalos corresponding to the median of the brightest sub-112

halo extensions of SL17 fragile and resilient were chosen113

as the benchmark subhalos. Histograms of the extensions114

of brightest subhalos of SL17 fragile and SL17 resilient115

are shown in figures 1 and 2. The median extensions of116

extensions of brightest subhalos of SL17 fragile and SL17117

resilient are 0.0327 and 0.1115 respectively.118

C. Large-scale di↵use backgrounds119

Our analyses include the large-scale interstellar emission120

(IE) and examine its e↵ects on the GPS sensitivity to DM121

sub-halos. Coming from the interaction of the Galactic122

CR population with the interstellar medium, the IE is a123

significant contribution to the gamma-ray sky. It runs124

predominantly along the Galactic plane and has been well-125

mapped at the GeV energies with the Fermi-LAT (see [4]126

for a review). As the IE extends over large angular scales,127

measuring its TeV-range emission using the IACTs with128

very limited fields of view has been challenging. Recent129

advances have been made in measuring the IE at high130

energies using the water-Cherenkov detectors (MILAGRO,131

HAWC, and LHAASO), thanks to their large e↵ective132

area, field of view, and high-duty cycles.133

To model this component, we use a recent study by134
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FIG. 8. The di↵erential sensitivity, defined as the minimum
flux needed to obtain a 5� detection of a point-source (gray
lines) and extended Gaussian sources (blue, green, and orange
lines for 0.2�, 0.5�, 1.0� extensions, respectively), with a ther-
mal DM spectra and a J-factor equal to J = 3.55 · 1021 GeV2

cm�5 (magenta line shows the spectrum increased by two or-
ders of magnitude to be visible within the plotted flux range).
The sensitivities are calculated for sources located at our two
(benchmark) reference positions in the sky. [Veronika: Do we
want to show the spectrum as well?] Re-do for gammapy.

FIG. 9. Number of detectable subhalos as a function of anni-
hilation cross section for SL17 fragile, conservative estimate.
The minimum cross section for at least one subhalo to be
detected is 2.83 ⇤ 10�23cm3s�1

FIG. 10. Number of detectable subhalos as a function of anni-
hilation cross section for SL17 resilient, conservative estimate.
The minimum cross section for at least one subhalo to be
detected is 2.6 ⇤ 10�23cm3s�1

Average over all available 
realisations of subhalo 
population simulations to 
infer the number of 
detections in the GPS for 
a certain cross-section.

resilient case

A cross-section around 
  

guarantees a detection  
of least one subhalo for  
either, fragile or resilient,  
scenarios.

3 × 10−23 cm3/s
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• CTA’s Galactic plane survey will uncover many extended gamma-ray sources along the 
Galactic plane; some of them will remain unidentified. 

• The cold dark matter scenario predicts the presence of dark matter subhalos along the 
Galactic plane that may produce TeV emission due to DM pair annihilation. 

• We provide a missing study of the potential 
of CTA’s GPS to detect DM subhalos. 

• We demonstrated that the GPS’ sensitivity  
is promising to detect the bright parts of the  
subhalo population for  cm3 s-1. 

• Our results reveal prospects that are  
comparable to those of other CTA survey  
campaigns.  

• An average representative of the subhalo population becomes detectable for  
cm3 s-1. 

• A genuine subhalo, once detected, is easily distinguishable from a point-like source or 
Gaussian profile reducing the impact of source confusing along the plane.

⟨σv⟩ ≥ 10−24

⟨σv⟩ ≥ 3 ⋅ 10−23

DM spectrum for a particular annihilation channel integrated
within the energy range under consideration.

Figure 5 shows the 95% c.l. upper limits to the DM annih-
lation cross section for the bb̄ (top panel) and ⌧+⌧� (bottom
panel) annihilation channels for the three observational strate-
gies under consideration in this work. The most stringent limits
are obtained for the EXPO method, while the weakest ones are
those for which the DEEP scenario is adopted.

Figure 5: 95% C.L. upper limits to the DM annihilation cross section for bb̄
(top) and ⌧+⌧� (bottom) assuming no unIDs are detected by CTA under any of
the three observational strategies proposed in Sec. 2: a dedicated 10 ⇥ 10 deg2,
100h deep-field, the EGAL survey, and the EXPO scenario. The dashed line
represents the thermal value of the annihilation cross section [18]. See main
text for details on the uncertainty bands, which, in short, come from the un-
certainty in Fmin and, in the EXPO case, the uncertainty in the total sky area
extrapolation.

These constraints reach their best sensitivity for masses of
⇠ 1 TeV (500 GeV) for the bb̄ (⌧+⌧�) annihilation channel, of
the order of 3⇥10�24 (7⇥10�25) cm3

· s�1. Interestingly, the be-
havior around the maximum sensitivity is fairly flat over more
than an order of magnitude in DM mass, especially in the case
of bb̄. We recall that values roughly two orders of magnitude
above the thermal relic cross section are ruled out for canonical
WIMPs.

We also include in Figure 5 the 68% containment uncertainty
bands on Fmin for the three observational strategies. In the case
of the EXPO method we also include, via quadrature, the un-

certainty in both our estimate of the total observed sky area and
the average exposure time. Nevertheless, the latter uncertainties
turn out to be completely negligible when compared to the Fmin
uncertainty (see Appendix B). This reinforces the accuracy of
our results: should the actual EXPO time significantly di↵er
from the one we anticipated here, the impact of these variations
would still be subdominant in the computation of DM limits
when compared to uncertainties in Fmin.

Finally, we remind the reader that, for the computation of
these DM limits, we assumed Galactic subhalos to be indeed
dark for masses Msub < 108M�. Note that the precise value of
this mass cut will directly impact the value of Jmax and, thus, ul-
timately, the DM constraints. This particular ansatz is discussed
and relaxed in Appendix C.

5. Discussion

In Figure 6, we put our results into context by showing a
selection of exclusion limits obtained by other instruments that
can be compared to ours, as they aim for setting constraints
with unidentified sources (unIDs), namely the Fermi-LAT [36],
HAWC [34], and the previous work on unIDs detection with
CTA [58]. For the sake of clarity, only the best limits, i.e., the
ones obtained with the EXPO strategy, are plotted.

The EXPO limits are most competitive for masses above ⇠ 1
TeV (500 GeV) for the bb̄ (⌧+⌧�) annihilation channel, of the
order of 3⇥10�24 (7⇥10�25) cm3

· s�1. Our work also improves
by a factor ⇠2 the CTA limits derived in a previous work in this
subject by Hütten et al. [58] – where authors adopted a di↵er-
ent methodology and observation strategy, as well as di↵erent
CTA IRFs – being therefore compatible. Note that the behavior
around the peak sensitivity is remarkably flat over more than an
order of magnitude in the WIMP mass, especially for bb̄. We
recall that values roughly two orders of magnitude above the
thermal relic cross section are ruled out for canonical WIMPs.

In terms of limits, this work also complements previous
works on dark subhalo detection for other gamma-ray tele-
scopes, namely the Fermi-LAT [36] and the HAWC [34] obser-
vatory. Indeed, the synergy between the three mentioned instru-
ments, LAT, HAWC and CTA, is evident: LAT dominates the
sensitivity for energies below few hundred of GeV and HAWC
above few tens of TeV, with CTA bridging the gap in the region
in between. Should a dark subhalo candidate appear in one of
the telescopes, this complementarity among instruments would
allow for, e.g., follow-up observations with the others.

The LAT–HAWC–CTA constraints from [36, 34] and this
work, as shown in Figure 6, have the advantage that they were
obtained with the exact same methodology and adopting the
same N-body simulation results. This means that these limits
are fully consistent one another. Yet, there are important caveats
to note: our CTA limits are a projection over a large amount of
time. We recall that, in order for the EXPO program to be ac-
complished, 10 years of CTA operation shall pass. Therefore,
the respective weight of the limits at present may change with
time: LAT results will probably slowly improve, dominating
for long time the constraints below the TeV. In the meantime,
HAWC will have several years of data to close the gap from

8

[J. Coronado-Blazques et al., Phys.Dark Univ. 32 (2021)]
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